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the state." Connick, - U.S. at --, 103 
S.Ct. at 1690. Such a result is not required 
when ensuring that citizens are not de
prived of fundamental rights merely be
cause they work for the government. Id. 

[2] Additionally, it would appear that 
the defendants are entitled to a good faith 
immunity defense. Under Harlow v. Fitz
gerald, 457 U.S. 800, 102 S.Ct. 2727, 73 
L.Ed.2d 396 (1982), the subjective prong of 
the immunity test has been eliminated. 
Thus, a court will not consider whether a 
government official acted with malicious 
intention. In determining whether an offi
cial is entitled to a grant of immunity the 
court must decide whether his conduct, at 
the time it was undertaken, violated "clear
ly established statutory or constitutional 
rights of which a reasonable person would 
have known." Ha.rlow, 102 S.Ct. at 2737. 
As Judge Cudahy recognized in his recent 
concurrence in Egger v. Phillips, 710 F.2d 
292 at 323 (1983), it was not until July, 
1979, that the Seventh Circuit specifically 
held that a job transfer, in contrast to a 
discharge, could be the subject of a first 
amendment challenge. In the present case, 
we have a reprimand by a supervisor-not a 
transfer and not a discharge. Moreover, if 
a federal district judge would determine on 
the facts of this case that no constitutional 
violation had occurred, it seems eminently 
reasonable that a lay person could not have 
violated a clearly established statutory or 
constitutional right of which a reasonable 
person would have known. Accordingly, in 
the alternative, I find that defendants are 
entitled to a grant of immunity for their 
conduct in this case. 

Consequently, because plaintiff's speech 
did not involve matters of public concern, 
this federal court is not the appropriate 
forum in which to review the wisdom of the 
decision to reprimand plaintiff. In addi
tion, defendants are entitled to assert a 
good faith immunity defense in these cir
cumstances. Accordingly, this case is here
by dismissed. 
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Government brought action seeking to 
revoke citizenship of naturalized citizen on 
ground that his naturalization was procured 
by ·concealment of material fact or wilful 
misrepresentation. The District Court, Fu
llam, J., held that: (1) evidence was insuffi
cient to constitute clear and convincing 
proof of citizen's involvement in massacre 
of Jews in German-occupied Ukraine town 
during World War II; (2) evidence war
ranted findings that naturalized citizen oc
cupied responsible position with local militia 
working with Nazis during war and knew 
of harsh repressive measures carried out by 
militia pursuant to Nazi direction; (3) be
cause of his assistance to Nazis, citizen was 
not genuine refugee "of concern" to Inter
national Refugee Organization and thus 
was not entitled to benefits of Displaced 
Persons Act; and (4) due to his wilful mis
representation in regard to participation in 
Nazi-dominated militia, citizen illegally 
obtained his visa and naturalization certifi
cate, and was subject to revocation of citi
zenship under Immigration and Nationality 
Act. 

Petition granted; citizenship revoked. 

1. Aliens <5::::>71(18) 

In case seeking revocation of citizen
ship of naturalized citizen, government 
bears heavy burden of proof, and in order 
to justify revocation, evidence must be 
clear, unequivocal, and convincing such as 
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not to leave issue in doubt. Immigration citizenship revoked pursuant to Immigra
and Nationality Act, § 340{a), as amended, tion and Nationality Act. Immigration and 
8 U.S.C.A. § . 1451(a). Nationality Act, § 340(a), as amended, 8 

2. Aliens c$:::>71(3) 
Essential prerequisite to the lawful 

grant of citizenship is that applicant's ad
mission to this country to establish resi
dence was itself lawful. 

3. Aliens c$:::>71(18) 
In government action seeking to revoke 

citizenship of naturalized citizen, evidence 
was insufficient to constitute clear and con
vincing proof of citizen's involvement in 
massacre of Jewish population in German
occupied Ukraine town during World War 
II. 

4. Aliens c$:::>71(18) 
In Government action seeking to re

voke citizenship of naturalized citizen, evi
dence warranted finding that citizen occu
pied responsible position, albeit largely cler
ical, with local militia in Ukraine town oc
cupied by Nazis in World War II and knew 
of harsh repressive measures carried out by 
militia pursuant to German direction. 

5. Aliens c$:::>53.10(3) 
Naturalized citizen who had indirectly 

assisted Nazis in persecuting civilian popu
lation of occupied Ukraine town through his 
role as member of local militia established 
by Nazis which had voluntarily assisted ene
my forces in their operations against Unit
ed Nations was not genuine refugee "of 
concern" to International Refugee Organi
zation of United Nations after World War 
II, and thus was not entitled to immigration 
to United States under Displaced Persons 
Acl Displaced Persons Act of 1948, §§ 2 
et seq., 10, 13, 62 Stat. 1009. 

6. Aliens ~71 
Naturalized citizen who had made wil

ful misrepresentations attempting to 
conceal his participation in local militia 
working under German orders in Nazi-occu
pied Ukraine town during World War II, 
for purpose of gaining admission into Unit
ed States as eligible displaced person, ille
gally obtained his visa and naturalization 
certificate, and was subject to having his 

U.S.C.A. § 1451(a); Displaced Persons Act 
of 1948, §§ 2 et seq., 10, 62 Stat. 1009. 

John E. Riley, Asst. U.S. Atty., Philadel
phia, Pa., Kathleen N. Coleman, Trial Atty., 
Dept. of Justice, Washington, D.C., Jeffrey 
N. Mausner, Trial Atty. Dept. of Justice, 
Washington, D.C. , for plaintiff, U.S. 

John Rogers Carroll, Philadelphia, Pa., 
for defendant, Serge Kowalchuk. 

OPINION AND ORDER 

FULLAM, District Judge. 

Invoking § 340{a) of the Immigration 
and Nationality Act of 1952, 66 Stat. 260, as 
amended, 8 U.S.C. § 1451(a), the Govern
ment in this action seeks an order revoking 
the citizenship of the defendant, Serhij 
Kowalczuk, on the ground that his naturali
zation was "illegally procured or ... pro
cured by concealment of a material fact or 
by willful misrepresentation." 

(1] In any such case, the Government 
bears a heavy burden of proof. Costello v. 
U.S., 365 U.S. 265, 269, 81 S.Ct. 534, 536, 5 
L.Ed.2d 551 (1961). In order to justify rev
ocation of citizenship, the evidence must be 
"clear, unequivocal, and convincing," such 
as not to leave "the issue in doubt". 
Schneiderman v. U.S., 320 U.S. 118, 125, 63 
S.Ct. 1333, 1336, 87 L.Ed. 1796. "Any less 
exacting standard would be inconsistent 
with the importance of the right that is at 
stake in a denaturalization proceeding." 
Fedorenko v. U.S., 449 U.S. 490, 505, 101 
S.Ct. 737, 746, 66 L.Ed.2d 686 (1980). As 
stated by the Third Circuit Court of Ap
peals in U.S. v. Riela, 337 F.2d 986, 988 (3d 
Cir.1964): 

"This burden is substantially identical 
with that required in criminal cases
proof beyond a reasonable doubt (citing 
Klapprott v. U.S., 335 U.S. 601, 612 [69 
S.Ct. 384, 389, 93 L.Ed. 266] (1949) ]." 
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[2] An essential prerequisite to a lawful 
grant of citizenship is that the applicant's 
admission to this country to establish resi
dence was itself lawful. The defendant 
was admitted to this country pursuant to 
the Displaced Persons Act of 1948, 62 Stat. 
1009 (hereinafter "DPA"), enacted by Con
gress in 1948 to enable European refugees 
uprooted by W orId War II to emigrate to 
the United States without regard to estab
lished immigration quotas. Section 10 of 
the DPA, 62 Stat. 1003, placed the burden 
of proving eligibility under the Act on the 
person seeking admission and provided that 
"any person who shall willfully make a mis
representation for the purpose of gaining 
admission into the United States as an eligi
ble displaced person shall thereafter not be 
admissible into the United States." More
over, the DPA's definition of "displaced 
persons" eligible for immigration incorpo
rated the definition of "refugees or dis
placed persons" contained in Annex I to the 
Constitution of the International Refugee 
Organization of the United Nations (IRO), 
which became effective on August 20, 1948, 
and thus excluded from eligibility all per
sons who had "assisted the enemy in perse
cuting civil populations ... " or had "volun
tarily assisted the enemy forces . . . in their 
operations against the United Nations." In 
addition, § 13 of the DPA made ineligible 
for visas thereunder "any person who is or 
has been a member of, or participated in, 
any movement which is or has been hostile 
to the United States or the form of govern
ment of the United States." 

The defendant, Serhij Kowalczuk, togeth
er with his younger brother Mikola Kowalc
zuk, spent four years (1945 through 1949) at 
a displaced persons camp at Lexenfeld, Aus
tria, near Salzburg. In November 1947, the 
defendant obtained the necessary clearance 
from the IRO certifying that he was indeed 
a refugee "of concern" to IRO. This ren
dered him eligible for consideration for re
settlement. In order to obtain this certifi
cation, the defendant executed a detailed 
personal-history form (the CMl1 form). 

In due course, after sponsorship in this 
country had been arranged, the defendant 
presented his IRO documentation, together 

with an additional personal-history ques
tionnaire ("fragebogen") to representatives 
of the Displaced Persons Commission. Af
ter the required further investigation, the 
defendant was duly certified in 1949 as 
meeting the eligibility requirements of the 
DPA. He then applied to the Consular 
Service for a visa, which was granted, and 
he was duly admitted to the United States 
for permanent residence in late 1949. 
Thereafter, his petition for naturalization 
wa~ granted on November 30, 1960, and he 
was thereupon admitted to citizenship. 

The essential thrust of the Government's 
contentions in the present case is that the 
defendant served as deputy commandant of 
a unit of the Ukrainian militia in Lubomyl, 
Ukraine, from 1941 to 1944; that during 
this period, the Lubomyl unit of the Ukrain
ian militia, and the defendant personally, 
committed acts of atrocity and repression 
against Jewish inhabitants of Lubomyl, and 
in general assisted the German cause in the 
war; and that, throughout the entire proc
ess leading to his naturalization, the de
fendant willfully concealed and intentional
lyfailed to disclose these facts. 

The Government's evidence includes the 
testimony of three Jewish survivors of Lu
homyl, to the effect that a local Ukrainian 
militia, or schutzmannschaft, was estab
lished by the Germans shortly after they 
occupied the town in June 1941; that the 
defendant was a high-ranking officer of the 
Lubomyl schutzmannschaft; that members 
of this police force actively assisted the 
Germans in their acts of repression and 
atrocity against the Jewish residents of the 
town; and that the defendant personally 
committed various specified atrocities. In 
addition, several persons now residing in 
the Ukraine testified, by deposition, that 
they had served in the Lubomyl militia un
der the defendant's leadership; that they 
had assisted in or witnessed various acts of 
atrocity and repression, etc. 

On the other hand, the defendant, corrob
orated by his brother and various other 
witnesses, steadfastly and vehemently de
nies that he ever committed or had direct 
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personal kno\l.dedge of any atrocities; that resentation or concealment of a material 
he occupied any position of authority in the fact has been established. 
Lubomyl police force; that he was issued a 
uniform or carried a weapon; and that his 
involvement with the Lubomyl militia 
(which was only on a part-time basis) actu
ally constituted "membership" in that or
ganization. The defendant's position is that 
he worked for the local government of the 
Town of Lubomyl in a clerical capacity. 
His principal job had to do with food-distri
bution and rationing, and was performed at 
a food warehouse; but he did do part-time 
work for the local police department, typing 
duty-rosters, requisitions, reports, etc. He 
never wore a uniform while on duty, and 
never did any street patrolling or other 
enforcement activity. 

If the defendant personally committed 
the serious atrocities against the Jews of 
Lubomyl charged by the Government, can
cellation of his citizenship in this proceeding 
would be inevitable, for a variety of rea
sons. A person guilty of assisting the Nazis 
in such persecutions would not have been 
"of concern" to the IRO, and thus would 
not have met the definition of a displaced 
person under the DP A. Concealment of 
that history would, at some stage of the. 
proceeding, constitute a willful misrepre
sentation or concealment of material facts 
for purposes of gaining entry to the United 
States, rendering such entry illegal and 
hence disqualifying. And, arguably at 
least, failure to disclose such a history in 
connection with the naturalization petition 
would amount to willful concealment of 
criminal activity; and such lack of candor 
might demonstrate lack of good moral char
acter at the time of the naturalization peti
tion. 

If the defendant was a member of the 
Ukrainian militia, but did not personally 
participate in or have direct knowledge of 
acts of atrocity and repression, the question 
would be whether the Ukrainian militia at 
Lubomyl constituted an organization which 
did assist the Nazis in persecuting civilians, 
and, if so, whether mere membership in 
~uch an organization would be disqualify
mg. The remaining question, under that 
scenario, would be whether willful misrep-

And finally, if it is determined that the 
defendant was not actually a member of 
the Lubomyl militia but merely carried out 
civilian duties for the town government, the 
question would be whether failure to dis
close such employment (and his residence at 
Lubomyl) on the various personal-history 
forms (the CMl 1 form and the fragebogen) 
is a sufficient basis for revocation of citi
zenship in this proceeding. 

Thus, the analysis leading to a correct 
disposition of this litigation has two compo
nents: the defendant's actual wartime ac
tivities, and whether the defendant was 
guilty of willful misrepresentation of 
concealment of material facts. For a varie-
ty of reasons, neither line of inquiry has 
been easy. 

Determination of exactly what did or did 
not occur during the relevant 1941-1944 
period is rendered particularly difficult in 
this case, not only because the pertinent 
events occurred nearly 40 years ago, but 
because, unlike virtually every other report
ed denaturalization case, there is in this 
case not one scrap of documentary evidence 
relating to the pertinent events. The fact
finder is relegated entirely to the testimony 
of witnesses, uncorroborated by any docu
mentary evidence, and unrefreshed by any 
contemporaneous or relatively early recor
dation of their recollections of the pertinent 
events. For example, none of the Govern
ment's witnesses against the defendant is 
on record with any charges against the de
fendant until 1975 or 1976. None of the 
important witnesses for either side is fluent 
in the English language. Many testified 
through interpreters, and all would have 
benefitted from such assistance. And many 
testified by way of videotape deposition. It 
is extremely difficult to reach a confident 
conclusion, on the basis of witness demean
or, concerning the accuracy and reliability 
of testimony presented on videotape 
through an interpreter. Moreover, none of 
the witnesses can be deemed truly impar-
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tial, for reasons which will be elaborated 
below. 

It is obvious, of course, that if the 
Government's witnesses were correct, the 
defendant and his witnesses were lying; 
and if the defendant is correct, the govern
ment witnesses were either lying or simply 
mistaken, in identifying this defendant as a 
participant in atrocities. With relatively 
minor exceptions, there was nothing in the 
demeanor of any of the witnesses that 
would cause me to believe, with any degree 
of confidence, that any of the witnesses for 
either side was consciously lying. In the 
absence of persuasive clues derivable from 
witness demeanor, it is necessary to look to 
other factors which tend to corroborate or 
impeach the various accounts. 

FACTORS TENDING TO CAST DOUBT 
UPON THE DEFENDANT'S VERSION 

The defendant was approximately 21 
years of age when the Germans occupied 
Lubomyl. His father had been at odds 
with, and dealt with harshly by, the Russian 
government earlier in his life, and it would 
be natural to suppose that the entire Kow
alczuk family, all ardent anti-Communists, 
would be inclined to support the German 
cause. The defendant was able-bodied, in 
good health, and of suitable age for military 
service. It is unlikely that he would have 
been permitted to escape some form of mili
tary service or forced labor, except by per
forming local police duties approved by the 
Nazis, and under their direction. Assign
ment to the warehouse to supervise food 
distribution under the rationing plan would 
not be inconsistent with membership in, and 
even a high-ranking position in, the Lubo
my I schutzmannschaft. If the Lubomyl 
schutzmannschaft generally were as active 
in repressive activities as the Government's 
evidence suggests, it would be most unlikely 
that the defendant would not have known 
about it. Yet the defendant, by his own 
testimony, worked daily at the police sta
tion, typing and distributing duty rosters, 
typing and filing police reports, etc. It is 
inconceivable that these reports would not 

have dealt with instances of repression of 
the Jewish popUlation. 

By defendant's own account, he had been 
performing clerical duties at the police sta
tion for about a year when, in August 1942, 
he was sent away for additional training in 
local administration. The Government sug
gests that this testimony is a complete fab
rication, designed to provide defendant with 
an alibi for the events leading up to and 
culminating in the October 1, 1942 liquida
tion of the Lubomyl ghetto. The evidence 
as a whole leads me to believe that the 
defendant probably was absent . from Lubo
my I attending training classes during the 
period in question. But it is significant 
that, as the defendant himself concedes, 
this additional schooling included classes in 
the German language, and that the addi
tional training was arranged by the "town 
government" set up by the occupying Ger
mans. It is impossible to avoid the infer
ence that the defendant had found favor 
with the Nazi occupiers of Lubomyl, and 
was being trained for even greater service 
in the future. 

If the defendant's activities had been as 
innocuous as he claims, there would have 
been little reason for him to leave Lubomyl 
with the retreating Germans. It must be 
admitted, however, that this argument is 
considerably weakened by the fact that the 
defendant's parents, at least, had valid rea
sons for leaving at that time, and it would 
be quite understandable that the family 
would wish to remain together. Moreover, 
flight from the advancing Russian army 
was a widely prevalent mode of behavior. 

When the defendant filled out his CMl1 
form, he omitted all mention of his resi
dence and employment in Lubomyl. Ac
cording to that form, plaintiff spent the 
entire 1939-1944 period working as a tailor 
in the town where he was born and grew 
up, Kremainec (stated to be in Poland, but 
actually in that part of the Ukraine which 
had been occupied and governed by Poland 
from 1920 until World War II). 

The Soviet witnesses, and some of the 
non-Soviet witnesses, who testified for the 
Government were personally acquainted 
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with the Kowalczuk family, and therefore 800 Ukrainians, many from the same area 

l
,unlikelY to 'have made an honest mistake in in which Lubomyl is l?cated. Thr?~ghout 
'identification. And, it can be argued, it is this period, there was fierce competitIOn for 
unlikely that there could be so many in- the few available visas. It seem~ highly 

. stances of mistaken identification. unlikely that, if the defendant or hiS broth-

FACTORS TENDING TO CAST DOUBT 
UPON THE GOVERNMENT'S EVI
DENCE OF DEFENDANT'S PARTIC
IPATION IN ATROCITIES 

Although the Nazi regime was character
ized by meticulous record-keeping, not one 
scrap of documentary evidence has ever 
surfaced which reflects or even refers to 
the happenings at Lubomyl, "the existence 
of a Lubomyl schutzmannschaft, the extent 
to which indigenous forces were used by the 
Germans in that area, etc. Both the Soviet 
Union and the western allies compiled ex
tensive lists of persons suspected of war 
crimes; the defendant's name has never 
appeared on any such list. The Ukrainian 
militia was never listed as a suspect organi-
zation. 

After the Russians occupied the Ukraine, 
they arrested and prosecuted various mem
bers of the Ukrainian militia, including per
sons who had been stationed at Lubomyl. 
It is reasonably clear that the defendant's 
name was never mentioned in any of those 
trials as a participant in atrocities. 

All of the non-Soviet witnesses for the 
Government claim to have had many discus
sions among themselves, over the years, 
reminiscing about the events at Lubomyl, 
and some of them have previously aided in 
the prosecution of persons suspected of 
anti-Jewish activities, including testimony 
at some of the war crimes trials. Yet no 
complaint against the defendant was ever 
registered, nor, so far as the record disclos
es, was his name even mentioned by any of 
these witnesses, until 1975. 

The defendant never made any attempt 
to conceal his identity. Neither did his 
brother, Mikola. Both men spent four 
years in the displaced persons camp at Lex
enfeld, Germany. Although defendant's 
CMl1 form did not disclose that he had 
lived and worked in Lubomyl, his brother's 
did. The camp popUlation included at least 

er had been guilty of disqualifying repres
sive activities, the defendant's guilty secret 
would not have been put to advantageous 
use by other visa-seekers. 

Immediately upon his arrival in this coun
try in 1949, defendant obtained employment 
as a tailor. He has held the same job ever 
since. His employer is Jewish, and testi
fied, most impressively, in favor of the de
fendant at the trial. It is clear that neither 
his employer nor any of the many other 
witnesses who have been intimately associ
ated with the defendant in the post-war 
years ever detected any trace of anti-Semi
tism in the defendant, or any character 
traits consistent with the type of person 
who might have been involved in atrocities. 

The Government's case is significantly 
weakened by the undisputed evidence con
cerning the genesis of the present charges 
against the defendant, and the genesis and 
history of similar charges against his broth
er Mikola. Because of their importance, 
the circumstances will now be reviewed in 
some detail. 

Throughout their stay at the DP camp, 
and for several years after their arrival in 
this country, the defendant and his brother 
had been unable to ascertain the fate of 
other members of the Kowalczuk family, or 
the whereabouts of any surviving relatives. 
It was not until 1958 that they were able to 
locate other members of the family, who 
had returned to the Ukraine and were re
siding there. Beginning in 1958, the de
fendant and his brother corresponded with 
their surviving relatives in the Ukraine, and 
periodically sent packages of food and con
sumer goods. That practice was frowned 
upon by the Soviet authorities, not only 
because it was viewed as an unwelcome 
reminder of the disparities between the liv
ing conditions in the United States and in 
the Soviet-controlled Ukraine, but also be
cause most Ukrainian emigres were sup
porters of Ukrainian independence. It ,soon 
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became apparent that the recipients of de
fendant's letters and package~ were likely 
to be harmed, rather than helped, thereby; 
and the Kowalczuk brothers decided to dis
continue the correspondence until Soviet
American relations improved. But as a re
sult of the correspondence, Soviet officials 
learned of the defendant's existence and 
whereabouts. 

The first accusations against the defend
ant and his brother appeared on December 
8, 1963, in a Soviet publication called 
"Trud". "Trud" is the (unofficial) organ of 
the KGB. It was then, and continues to be, 
the policy of the Soviet government to cast
igate, and undermine the acceptability of, 
the Ukrainian independence movement. 
Moreover, during much of the "Cold War" 
era, depicting the United States as a haven 
for war criminals would coincide with Sovi
et interests. And there is ample support in 
the record for the proposition that false or 
exaggerated accusations have often been 
employed by the Soviet government as a 
political weapon. 

Shortly after the charges were published 
in Trud, they were picked up by the wire 
services and publicized in this country. 
Both the defendant and his brother indig
nantly denied the charges. At that time, 
Mikola's application for citizenship was 
pending. The charges were thoroughly dis
cussed with Mikola Kowalczuk by INS offi
cials. On the basis of their investigation, 
the INS did not recommend that the appli
cation be rejected. Instead, the court was 
advised of the charges and Mikola Kowalc
zuk's denials, and was further advised that 
INS had been unable to substantiate the 
charges. Mikola's application for citizen
ship was granted. Nevertheless, in 1977, 
contemporaneously with the filing of the 
present action against Serhij Kowaiczuk, 
the Government filed a similar petition 
seeking to revoke the citizenship of Mikola 
Kowalczuk, on the ground that he had 
falsely concealed his membership in the 
Ukrainian militia, and his participation in 
the Lubomyl atrocities. It was not until 
shortly before the trial of the present case 
that the Government withdrew its com
plaint against Mikola Kowalczuk, conceding 

that the evidence against him was insuffi
cient. 

It is reasonably clear that, on the basis of 
interviews with the Israeli witnesses, the 
Government was prepared to proceed 
against both brothers. Indeed, some of the 
Israeli witnesses in this case identified Mi
kola as a member of the Ukrainian militia 
active in assisting the Nazi oppressors. The 
decision to drop the case against Mikola was 
made after it became apparent that the 
testimony of the Soviet witnesses who had 
actually served in the Lubomyl contingent 
of the Ukrainian militia would not support 
the charges against Mikola. It is worthy of 
note that, at the time of the pertinent 
events, Mikola Kowalczuk would have been 
about 15 years of age. 

Thus, while it can be argued that the 
failure of the Soviet witnesses to implicate 
Mikola enhances the credibility of their tes
timony against the defendant, there remain 
serious questions about the reliability of the 
testimony of the Israeli witnesses. Wit
nesses who stand ready to identify as a 
leader of the Ukrainian militia someone 
who turns out to have been only 15 at the 
time, and, apparently, not involved in such 
activities, may very well be mistaken in 
their recollection of other pertinent details. 

Turning now to an analysis of the testi
mony of the non-Soviet witnesses, several 
problems hear mention. As noted above, 
the record as a whole proves beyond doubt 
that the specific atrocities referred to by 
the various witnesses did in fact occur. But 
whether the account of a particular witness 
is based upon complete and accurate first
hand observations, or upon the common 
knowledge of the community, or partial ob
servations reinforced by hearsay, cannot 
readily be determined. Neither is it possi
ble to determine with certainty the extent 
to which the witnesses' identification of the 
defendant as a participant may be the prod
uct of more recent reinforcement. A wit
ness who is aware that the commandant or 
deputy commandant of the Lubomyl schutz
mannschaft worked hand-in-glove with the 
Nazis in persecuting Jews, and who learns 
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years later that the defendant has been 
charged with having served as the comman
dant or deputy commandant, might readily 
achieve a firm present recollection that in
deed it was the defendant who participated 
in particular incidents. 

There were three non-Soviet witnesses to 
the events at Lubomyl who testified at the 
trial. Moshe Lipshultz and Shimeon Koret 
testified by videotape deposition, Mr. Get
man testified in person. I am confident 
that all three gentlemen testified honestly, 
and the comments which follow are not in 
any way intended as criticism; but it is 
important to recognize the necessity of 
avoiding the perhaps natural tendency to 
translate one's feelings of outrage at the 
atrocities undoubtedly committed by the 
Nazi occupiers of Lubomyl, and sympathy 
for the victim-witnesses, into uncritical ac
ceptance of all of the details of their testi
mony. The plain fact is that there are 
substantial reasons for questioning the reli
ability of this evidence, insofar as it pur
ports to involve the defendant in specific 
acts of atrocity. 

The witnesses all identified (with some 
variations in definiteness) photographs of 
the defendant as being the person observed 
committing atrocities. There is no possibili
ty of evaluating the fairness or reliability of 
the identification process. The record does 
disclose that the identification procedures 
were conducted by officials of the Israeli 
government, and that each of the witnesses 
knew in advance that the investigation con
cerned the activities of "Nazi war criminal 
Serhij Kowalczuk." 

Mr. Getman, the only witness who testi
fied at trial in person, was not asked to, and 
did not, identify the defendant in the court
room. Moreover, Mr. Getman was only 15 
years of age when the pertinent events 
occurred, and resided in a rural area outside 
of Lubomyl during most of the period. 

~Ir. Lipshultz provided the most exten
sively damaging testimony against the de
fendant, but there is room for the sugges
tion that his demonstrated willingness to 
ascribe to the defendant personal responsi
bility for \rirtually everyone of the long list 

of atrocities catalogued by the witness (irre
spective of whether the witness was really 
in a position to observe, and irrespective of 
whether the guilty party merely bore some 
general resemblance to the defendant) dem
onstrates a tendency toward exaggeration 
and embellishment. It is obvious that, be
cause of Mr. Lipshultz's prolonged efforts 
on behalf of a committee to establish a 
memorial to the Lubomyl victims, he has 
had many discussions with Lubomyl surviv
ors and has become very familiar with all of 
their accounts of events. While his testimo
ny may properly be relied upon as establish
ing that the events occurred, his identifica
tion of the defendant as a participant is 
plainly much less reliable. It is noteworthy, 
also, that his detailed and firm descriptions 
of the uniforms worn by the defendant, and 
the uniforms and weaponry of the schutz
mannschaft members generally, seem total
ly at odds with all of the other evidence in 
the case. 

The testimony of Shimeon Koret, a 
retired official of the Israeli foreign minis
try, was also very damaging to the defend
ant. But Mr. Koret had earlier given a 
sworn statement to Israeli officials which 
differs in important details from the testi
mony presented at trial. Moreover, his in
sistence that Mykola Kowalczuk, as well as 
Serhij, was an active participant in the 
schutzmannschaft and in the atrocities in 
August 1941 (when Mykola was a 15-year
old student), while it could perhaps be accu
rate, is enough to give one pause. 

The testimony of the Soviet witnesses 
must be viewed with even greater skepti
cism. While I do not believe this testimony 
can be simply dismissed as fabrication insti
gated by a hostile government, and while 
there was nothing in the demeanor of the 
witnesses (so far as this can be assessed by 
videotape through an interpreter), or in the 
conduct of the depositions, to suggest that 
this evidence is unworthy of belief, the fact 
remains that these witnesses were all se
lected and made available by the Soviet 
government and were under its control; 
they could scarcely be expected to testify 
except in support of the charges originally 
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aired by the Soviet government for its own 
reasons. 

Finally, considerations of basic fairness to 
the defendant militate against accepting 
the testimony of the government witnesses 
as "clear and convincing" proof of charges 
as serious as those leveled against this de
fendant. Neither the Government nor the 
defendant was permitted to interview other 
persons in Soviet-controlled territory hav
ing knowledge of the facts, or even to visit 
Lubomyl, where a great many persons fa
miliar with the events still reside. The 
notion that only selected witnesses favor
able to the government have been permit
ted to testify (and with the opportunity for 
informed and meaningful cross-examination 
severely restricted) is not easily squared 
with accepted concepts of due process of 
law. There is also the problem of the delay 
in instituting the present proceedings. 
While there is no applicable statute of limi
tations, and the present proceeding is not 
subject to the defense of laches, we must 
not lose sight of the fact that the defendant 
and his witnesses have identified on this 
record a substantial number of persons (in
cluding, for example, a parish priest and a 
dentist) who were intimately familiar with 
the occurrences at Lubomyl and with the 
defendant, whose testimony might well 
have been favorable to the defendant, who 
have died in recent years. 

For the most part, therefore, the factual 
conclusions which follow are based upon the 
testimony of the defendant and his witness
es, or other evidence not inconsistent with 
that testimony. 

FACTUAL CONCLUSIONS CONCERN
ING DEFENDANT'S WARTIME 

ACTIVITIES 
The rules by which the civilian population 

of Lubomyl was governed during the Ger
man occupation were established entirely 
by the German authorities. Neither the 
defendant nor any other non-German bears 
any responsibility for the formulation of the 
repressive policies directed against Jews, 
but the occupying authorities did rely upon 
"indigenous forces", i.e., segments of the 

local population, to carry on the functions 
of government and to enforce observance of 
the restrictive edicts. 

Shortly after the Germans occupied Lu
bomyl in 1941, a schutzmannschaft was es
tablished in Lubomyl. During the relevant 
period, there were four significant compo
nents of the Lubomyl population: (1) the 
German occupiers. These included a rela
tively small group of permanently assigned 
police, the "gendarmerie" and, intermittent
ly, military units and representatives of the 
S.S. and Gestapo; (2) the local Ukrainian 
gove~nment establishment, including the 
mayor and civilian employees of the govern
ment, and the schutzmannschaft, or local 
police force/militia; (3) the Jewish popula
tion, restricted to the ghetto, with its own 
ad hoc government, the "judenrat"; and (4) 
the remaining civilian popUlation. 

Al! able-bodied persons were expected to 
work. While it is not possible to derive 
from the evidence in this case a complete 
and detailed portrayal of life in Lubomyl 
during the war, it appears that the ruling 
principle was that persons who performed 
labor were able to obtain the necessities of 
life for themselves and their families, and 
that the arrangements by which this was 
accomplished depended upon the nature of 
the work performed and the place of em
ployment. The German authorities operat
ed their own food-distribution system for 
their personnel, and also determined (appar
ently) the arrangements by which food and 
other supplies were allocated to the various 
segments of the local population. At any 
rate, it is clear that the local Ukrainian 
authorities were responsible for the distri
bution of food to persons employed by the 
local government, including the schutz
mannschaft. The defendant was responsi
ble for the distribution of food and other 
supplies to persons entitled to receive the 
same by virtue of their employment as part 
of the local government (and, it appears, 
also to some extent with the distribution of 
allotments of supplies to the local govern
ments of other nearby communities). 

Defendant's work at the food-distribution 
warehouse was not a full-time job. It de-
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pended upon the amount of food and other 
supplies available, and generally occupied 
less than half of the work day. 

The evidence as a whole makes it quite 
clear that the defendant did occupy a posi
tion of some responsibility with the schutz
mannschaft. He had his own office there 
(one of only three such private offices); he 
typed up and issued duty rosters; he typed 
the daily reports of police activity, etc. He 
probably wore a police uniform of some 
kind, during at least some of his duty hours 
at the police station. 

N either the German gendarmerie nor the 
schutzmannschaft or other members of the 
local Ukrainian government was aware of 
the fate which was planned for the Jewish 
population. They knew that Jews were be
ing rounded up, and that they were to be 
confined in the ghetto. They knew that 
Jews were to be punished if they failed to 
wear the appropriate insignia, if they left 
the ghetto, or if they otherwise violated the 
restrictions placed upon them. The ulti
mate liquidation of the Jewish population 
of Lubomyl in September-October 1942 was 
planned and carried out by a roving contin
gent of the einsatzgruppen. It is doubtful 
that even the local German gendarmerie 
had advance warning of the project. 

(3] The Germans who carried out the 
liquidation utilized significant numbers of 
Ukrainian militiamen to assist them in es
corting the Jews from the ghetto to the 
execution site, and to prevent escapes. It is 
very clear that most of these Ukrainian 
militia were imported specifically for the 
task, from locations other than Lubomyl. 
Although the record leaves open the distinct 
possibility that members of the Lubomyl 
schutzmannschaft were also involved I am 
inclined to doubt that the defendant ~artici
pated in any way. It suffices to register 
my firm conclusion that the evidence is 
plainly insufficient to constitute clear and 
convincing proof of defendant's involve
ment in the massacre. 

[4] What the evidence does establish 
with the requisite clarity and conviction is 
that the Lubomyl schutzmannschaft regu-

larly and routinely enforced the martial law 
restrictions imposed by the Germans, in
cluding beating Jews found outside the 
ghetto after curfew, beating or severely 
reprimanding Jews who failed to wear the 
required insignia, assisting the Germans in 
confiscating valuables from the Jewish in
habitants, arresting and participating in the 
harsh punishment of persons involved in 
black-market activities or subversive activi
ties hostile to the German occupation 
forces; and that the defendant was aware 
of the responsibilities assigned to the 
schutzmannschaft, and occupied a responsi
ble position, albeit largely clerical, within 
that organization. 

The record reveals few if any instances in 
which the Ukrainian militiamen performed 
serious acts of oppression outside the imme
diate presence of the Germans who exer
cised ultimate control. It is apparent, how
ever, that members of the schutzmanns
chaft accompanied the German gendarmes 
on the many occasions disclosed by the tes
timony when persons were rounded up for 
forced labor, or arrested for various suppos
ed infractions; that many of the persons 
thus apprehended were killed soon after
ward; and that members of the schutz
mannschaft were present during such exe
cutions. Although the evidence does not 
disclose, with the requisite clarity and con
viction, that the defendant personally par
ticipated in any of these individual atroci
ties, the evidence as a whole leaves little 
doubt that everyone associated with the 
schutzmannschaft, including the defendant, 
must have known of the harsh repressive 
measures which the schutzmannschaft were 
carrying out pursuant to German direction. 

FACTUAL CONCLUSIONS CONCERN
ING MISREPRESENTATION AND 
CONCEAhiENT IN THE 
PROCESSES LEADING TO NATU
RALIZATION 

In his CMl1 personal-history form, the 
defendant intentionally misrepresented 
andlor concealed his residence in Lubomyl 
and his employment by the town govern
ment there during the German occupation. 
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When this form was filled out, it is probable 
that defendant's principal motivation was 
to avoid the risk of repatriation to Soviet
controlled territory; and it is entirely possi
ble that he informed the interviewer of the 
true situation, as he testified. It is unnec
essary to resolve this issue, however, since 
the statements in the eMil form were not 
made to an official administering the DP A, 
nor were they made for the purpose of 
gaining admission to the United States. 

In applying for a visa and submitting the 
fragebogen, however, the defendant plainly 
was making representations for the purpose 
of gaining entry to the United States. It is 
probably true that the background informa
tion in the fragebogen was largely the re
sult of merely copying the information set 
forth in the CMl1 form, but the defendant 
cannot avoid responsibility for the inaccura
cies and omissions in that submission. 

It is not at all clear that, in 1949, mem
bership in or employment by the schutz
mannschaft at Lubomyl would have pre
cluded the issuance of a visa. Until the 
1950 amendment to the DPA, IRO certifica
tion of eligibility was being accepted as 
virtually conclusive. It is significant that 
the Government is able to cite several in
stances of rejection of applicants for their 
association with the Ukrainian militia, but 
all of these instances occurred after the 
1950 amendment of the statute. On the 
other hand, the testimony of Mr. Thomas 
makes it clear that, even in 1949, disclosure 
of membership in the Ukrainian militia 
would at least have prompted further in
quiry. And it seems quite probable that 
consular officials would not knowingly have 
issued a visa to a person who actively assist
ed the Nazis in persecuting civilians, re
gardless of the extent of his direct personal 
involvement in atrocities. 

LEGAL ISSUES 

The statute requires revocation of citizen
ship if it was either illegally procured, or 
procured by willful concealment or misrep
resentation of material facts. 8 U.S.C. 
§ 14fi1(a). In Ghaunt v. U.S., 364 U.S. 350, 
81 S.Ct. 147, 5 L.Ed.2d 120 (1960),this con-

text, "material facts" are those facts which, 
if disclosed, "(1) ... would have warranted 
denial of citizenship or (2) . , . might have 
been useful in an investigation possibly 
leading to the discovery of other facts war
ranting denial of citizenship." 364 U.S., at 
p. 355, 81 S.Ct. at p. 150. 

In my view, the record does not justify a 
conclusion that, in his application for citi
zenship, the defendant knowingly provided 
false information. And, unless he had per
sonally committed serious atrocities (a fact 
not proven, as discussed above), it is doubt
ful that his failures to disclose amounted, at 
that point, to "willful concealment". 

In Fedorenko v. U.S., supra, the Supreme 
Court left open the question of the applica
bility of the Chaunt tests to antecedent visa 
applications. The Court found it unneces
sary to address that issue because of its 
conclusion that Fedorenko's visa had been 
illegally procured, thus rendering his entry 
to the United States illegal, and the grant 
of citizenship similarly flawed as a result. 
While Fedorenko was a much clearer case 
than is Kowalczuk's (service as a concentra
tion camp guard is more obviously persecu
tion than is service on a local police force), 
that decision controls disposition of the 
present case. The same ultimate conclusion 
inevitably follows. 

ULTIMATE CONCLUSIONS 
[5, 6] 1. The defendant Serhij Kowalc

zuk was not a genuine refugee "of concern" 
to the IRO, and therefore was not entitled 
to the benefits of the Displaced Persons 
Act, because: 

a. He assisted the Nazis in persecuting 
civilian populations, through his role as a 
member of the Lubomyl schutzmannschaft. 

b. The Lubomyl schutzmannschaft, of 
which the defendant was voluntarily a 
member, voluntarily assisted the enemy 
forces in their operations against the Unit
ed Nations. 

2. Defendant Serhij Kowalczuk illegally 
obtained his visa, because he made a willful 
misrepresentation for the purpose of gain
ing admission into the United States as an 
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eligible displaced person, within the mean- strated that compensation paid to the two 
ing of § 10 of the DPA. employees was reasonable and in return for 

3. Because his entry into the United services actually rendered and thus was not 
States for permanent residence was illegal, a disguised dividend. 
the defendant Serhij Kowalczuk illegally Judgment for plaintiff. 
obtained his naturalization certificate. 

4. The petition of the Government must 
be granted. 

ORDER 

AND NOW, this 1st day of July, 1983, it 
is ORDERED: 

1. The Government's Amended Petition 
for revocation of citizenship of the defend
ant Serhij Kowalczuk is GRANTED. 

2. The Order of this Court, entered N 0-

vember 30, 1960, admitting Serhij (Serge) 
Kowa\czuk, to United States citizenship, is 
REVOKED AND SET ASIDE. 

3. Certificate of Naturalization No. 
8250996 issued to the defendant is C.AJ.'l"
CELLED. 

4. The defendant is ordered forthwith to 
surrender said Certificate of Naturalization 
to the United States Attorney of this Dis
trict. 

BUILDERS CENTER, INC. 

v. 

UNITED STATES of America. 

Civ. A. No. 80-785-A. 

linited States District Court, 
M.D. Louisiana. 

July 12, 1983. 

C()rporate taxpayer sought refund of 
taxes assessed following determination that 
rompe~sation paid to certain employees was 
CXces:nve. The District Court, John V. Par
ker, Chief Judge, held that evidence demon-

1. Internal Revenue ~3322 
Ultimate objective of statute permit

ting corporation to deduct reasonable allow
ance for salaries is to ensure that corporate 
dividends are paid to the owners only with 
after-tax dollars. 26 U.S.C.A. § 162(a)(1). 

2. Internal Revenue ~3323, 3325 
Taxpayer must prove both that com

pensation paid to employee was reasonable 
under all the circumstances and that it was 
paid for services actually rendered, not as a 
disguised distribution of profits. 26 U.S. 
C.A. § 162(a)(1). 

3. Internal Revenue ~3377 
Evidence that two employees whose 

salaries were questioned were well-qualified 
and had much experience, that they provid
ed top corporate management, that each 
was in complete charge of one of two oper
ating divisions, that corporation had grown 
from small and fledgling concern to an es
tablished and successful operation with 
gross income in excess of 10.5 million dol
lars, that business was cyclical and volatile 
and required skill and experience, that top 
managers were paid monthly salaries suffi
cient to cover living expenses and additional 
bonuses at the end of the year when it 
became clear how much cash would be 
available, and that corporation needed to 
retain cash to alleviate cash flow problems, 
demonstrated that salaries in the amounts 
of $136,000 and $141,000 for the two em
ployees were reasonable and paid for serv
ices actually rendered and were not dis
guised dividends. 26 U.S.C.A. § 162(a)(1). 

4. Internal Revenue ~3325 
Mere fact that corporation has not paid 

dividends is not determinative of whether 
compensation paid an employee amounts to 
a disguised dividend. 26 U.S.C.A. 
§ 162(a)(1). 


